
AMP claims paid 2018

As life happens,  
we’re here for you



Live life knowing 
we’ll be there for you

Like most people, you probably think 
something bad will never happen to you. 
Hopefully you’re right. 

If something unexpected does happen, you 
want to protect what’s important. You don’t 
want to worry about how to pay the bills 
and look after your loved ones. 

With AMP insurance, you’ll have that covered.

AMP Insurance
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We’ll help you get back on 
your feet
After 170 years protecting Australians, we’ve learnt 
there’s more to insurance than paying a claim.

In 2018 we supported and paid claims to over 12,300 customers, with 
many customers returning to a better life with the help of our expert 
rehabilitation services.

If you need to make a claim your personal case manager will work with you to 
understand your situation. The support they’ll offer will be tailored to address 
your specific needs and is designed to help you return to your everyday life.

Our role
We see our role as not only paying claims but supporting you to reach your goals. Wherever possible, we’ll 
focus on getting you and your family back to everyday life as soon as practical. While this may involve paying 
a claim, it may also involve rehabilitation, working with an employer on a return to work program, or even the 
offer of domestic services to allow you to focus on your health and recovery from illness. 

We’ll be there for you and your loved ones every step of the way.

1 AMP Recovery Team 2018 Statistics.

The additional rehabilitation services are at AMP’s discretion. Additional assistance is limited to customers who have an ‘accepted’ Income Protection or Temporary 
Salary Continuance claim. This includes those who are serving their waiting period and the claim is highly likely to be accepted. We do not offer rehabilitation 
services for those that have lodged a TPD claim. We do however, offer it when customers have concurrent claims (ie have lodged both an IP and TPD claim).

746 In 2018  
we referred

customers to one of our 
external rehabilitation 
partners to aid their recovery.

$3,000
For each case we referred, 
on average an extra

was spent to achieve our 
customers’ best life.1
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In 2018, in total we paid…

customers
12,322

That’s about

paid every day

$3.3 million
in insurance claims

$1.212 billion

2 Figures based on AMP claims paid during 2018.

of AMP customers who made 
an insurance claim 52 9316

Under 30 
2.8%

30 to 39  
10.9%

40 to 49  
24.5%

50 to 59  
38.9%

60 plus  
22.9%

The average age…

Total claims paid by age2

Overall insurance claims…

28%

28%

35%

9%

 Death and terminal illness
 Income protection
 TPD
 Trauma

77%

Overall claims by gender…

Top seven claim types

18% Musculoskeletal

15% Mental health disorders

12% Accidents/injuries

11% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

10% Cancer – other

8% Nervous system disease

6% Fractures

Top seven claim types

19% Mental health disorders

15% Musculoskeletal

11% Cancer – other

10% Cancer – breast

10% Nervous system disease

6% Accidents/injuries

6% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

Male Female

80%

Out of the total 2018 claims this is the percentage of males  
and females whose claim type was one of the top seven.
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Supporting you reach your goals
To support our customers all over Australia, and in the best way possible, 
we work with a panel of national and specialist vocational rehabilitation 
providers. Should you need to claim, this lets us tailor your program to meet 
your specific needs.

How we can help
Tailoring your vocational rehabilitation gives us the opportunity to engage a specialist focus when appropriate. 
This could include:

 – Vocational assessment, transferable skills analysis and retraining to establish work experience, training and 
education, identify retraining needs and enhance the customers skill set and professional qualifications.

 – Work conditioning to facilitate improved physical and mental health function. Specialist exercises are 
designed to help meet the functions needed to reach agreed work goals.

 – Business and executive coaching assists business owners or leaders to run their business and explore new 
opportunities including managing the impact of any changes to their functional capacity.

 – Work trials and volunteer placements help build occupational fitness, self-confidence, current work 
experience and to establish a professional network.

 – Chronic fatigue management education, helps provide expert advice to limit pain and fatigue symptoms.

Helping our customers get back to life
Here are just some examples of how we’ve helped our customers get 
back to everyday life and work.

 – Organised for a customer who was receiving chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy to take part in an exercise program which played an 
important role in recovery.

 – Supported a customer to retrain in a new field, who had years 
before been told he would never be able to work again in his 
chosen career.

 – Organised home cleaning for a customer being treated for 
significant burns, so they could focus their time and energy on 
recovery and return to work.

 – Provided an ‘iPad robot’ to a customer who wasn’t ready to 
be physically present in the workplace, enabling them to work 
from home.

 – Connected a customer recovering from a psychological injury 
with a rehabilitation program that uses equine therapy to 
build confidence. 
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Income protection cover
Your ability to earn an income is likely to be one of your most valuable 
assets in life. Most income protection cover pays you up to 75% of your 
regular income if you’re temporarily unable to work due to illness or injury. 
It’s also known as temporary salary continuance (TSC).

How it can help
With income protection you can relax knowing that your lifestyle will be protected if you can’t work while 
you recover from an illness or injury. Having a regular income means you can cover your daily living expenses 
and it can also help with medical expenses and rehabilitation costs. Plus you may also be provided additional 
support services to help you return to work or find a new job.

Did you know?
Injuries and illnesses can result in long-term pain and disability. As well as the impact on your health, injuries 
and illness can also cause long absences from work or loss of income.3 This can cause financial strain at a time 
when you need to pay for medical expenses such as hospital fees, doctors’ visits and rehabilitation costs.

3 ABS report 6324.0.

Helping Mitchell with his recovery and 
return to work
Mitchell, an AMP income protection customer, wrote to let us know 
about the incredible effect a return to work goal and the support 
of his case manager had on his recovery. See Mitchell’s full story at 
amp.com.au/claims.

I was hospitalised and placed in a coma for five weeks and given 
no chance of survival. My wife was repeatedly asked to place me 
on comfort care. I survived. I was told when I left the hospital, it 
would most likely be in a wheelchair. I was told to take my time.

The problem with that advice is that I love what I do. I’m 
stubborn, and wanted to get back to work as soon as is practical. 
I was unable to move but knew what I wanted and focussed on 
my goal to return to normality.

This wouldn’t have been possible to achieve without support 
from Candace, my case manager, and AMP. I have nothing but 
praise. She has shown concern and has established a level of 
trust I never thought achievable with an insurance company.

http://amp.com.au/claims
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In 2018 we paid…

customers

7,361
That’s about

paid every day

$939,000
in income protection claims

$343 million

4 Average figures based on AMP claims paid during 2018.

Overall income protection claims…

13%

21%

11%

21%23%

8%

3%

 Musculoskeletal

 Mental health disorders

 Cancer – other  7%
  – breast  3%
  – bowel  1%
  – prostate  1%
  – melanoma  1%

 Accidents/injuries

 Nervous system disease

 Digestive system disease

 Other 

of AMP customers who made 
an income protection claim 52 8620

Under 30 
2%

30 to 39  
10%

40 to 49  
24.7%

50 to 59  
41.8%

60 plus  
21.5%

The average age…

claims paid by age

The average paid 
per person was...

for income protection claims – the  
average monthly payment was $3,8824$46,579

Income protection claims by gender…

84%
Top seven claim types

23% Musculoskeletal

19% Mental health disorders

12% Accidents/injuries

8% Fractures

8% Nervous system disease

7% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

7% Cancer – other

Top seven claim types

25% Mental health disorders

16% Musculoskeletal

10% Nervous system disease

10% Cancer – breast

8% Cancer – other

7% Accidents/injuries

5% Fractures

Male Female

81%

Out of the total 2018 income protection claims this is the percentage  
of males and females whose claim type was one of the top seven.
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Trauma cover
Trauma cover provides you with a lump sum payment after you suffer a 
medical condition or serious injury as specified in your policy.

How it can help
At a time like this you’d have a lot on your mind, so this cover can at least help take away your money worries. 
The payment can go toward your medical expenses, recovery and any adjustments you may need to make to 
your lifestyle after suffering a traumatic event.

Did you know?

5 www.aihw.gov.au/reports/cancer/cancer-in-australia-2018.

6 For more information about our reinstatement options refer to the Elevate PDS, available at amp.com.au

Helping Lucy to enjoy life after skin cancer
Lucy is a sales and events coordinator from Sydney. At 29, Lucy was 
enjoying being on maternity leave with her first child, Mia.

Lucy’s husband Dave was concerned about a mole and decided to get 
it checked out. Lucy went along too and got checked at the same time. 
Dave was fine, but the doctor was very concerned about a mole on Lucy’s 
face. After investigation it turned out to be a malignant melanoma and 
Lucy had to undergo urgent surgery to remove it. A biopsy revealed that 
further surgery was required.

This was a stressful and upsetting time for the young family. Thankfully 
after two surgeries, her results were clear. Lucy was lucky to have caught 
the melanoma in time. She had trauma insurance cover with AMP and 
made a claim with the support of her adviser and AMP case manager.

She received a lump sum payment of $180,000 which helped to pay for 
medical expenses and cover mortgage repayments on the family home. 
This was a great relief during this difficult time. They also had a bit left 
over for a mortgage on a small investment property, which was one of 
their long-term goals.

When Lucy first took out her trauma policy she took the option to have 
her cover reinstated6 if she ever needed to make a claim. Lucy can relax 
knowing that she is still covered in case something happens to her in 
the future. Since then the family has grown, with Lucy and Dave now 
parents to a baby boy.

140,0005 The estimated number of new 
cancer cases diagnosed in 2018 was

with just under 50,000  
deaths from cancer.
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for trauma cover7$208,803

customers

540
That’s about

paid every day

$309,000
in trauma claims

$113 million

In 2018 we paid…

7 Average figures based on AMP claims paid during 2018.

Overall trauma claims…

55%

20%

22%

2%
1%

 Cancer – other  20%
  – breast  16%
  – prostate  8%
  – melanoma  7%
  – bowel  4%

 Heart attack, stroke and 
 other circulatory diseases

 

 Reproductive and urinary system disease

 Accidents/injuries

 Other

of AMP customers who made 
a trauma claim 52 7031

30 to 39  
8%

40 to 49  
27.1%

50 to 59  
47.5%

60 plus  
17.4%

The average age…

claims paid by age

The average paid  
per person was...

Trauma claims by gender…

88% 93%
Top seven claim types

31% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

19% Cancer – other

14% Cancer prostate

7% Nervous system disease

7% Cancer – melanoma

6% Cancer – bowel

4% Other

Top seven claim types

35% Cancer – breast

22% Cancer – other

11% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

9% Nervous system disease

8% Cancer – melanoma

6% Other

2% Cancer – bowel

Male Female

Out of the total 2018 trauma claims this is the percentage of  
males and females whose claim type was one of the top seven.

Under 30 
0%
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8 Eligibility criteria and exclusions apply. The policy definition of TPD  is relevant and may differ across policies.

9 This includes all types of disabilities.

10 AIHW. Disability support services: services provided under the National Disability Agreement 2016–17.

11 ABS report 4430.0.10.001 – Disability, Ageing and Carers, Australia: First Results, 2015.

52%
331,000

of people with disabilities or long 
term illness said that’s why they 
don’t want to or can’t work.9

people rely on  
government disability 
support services.

About 
 

49% of 15–64 year olds  
with a disability aren’t 
in the workforce.10

35 is the average 
age of these 
service users.11

Total and permanent disability 
(TPD) cover
TPD cover provides financial security for you and your family if you are 
permanently unable to work due to a disability caused by an illness or injury.8

How it can help
This cover could make a noticeable difference to your situation with a payment that can help you pay for 
ongoing medical expenses, alterations to your home to make day to day life easier, repay major debts and 
help provide future financial stability.

Disability in our community
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customers

1,698
That’s about

paid every day

$918,000
in TPD cover claims

$335 million

In 2018 we paid…

12 Average figures based on AMP claims paid during 2018.

for TPD cover12$197,369

TPD cover claims by gender…

88% 86%
Top seven claim types

26% Musculoskeletal

21% Mental health disorders

14% Nervous system disease

13% Accidents/injuries

6% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

4% Cancer – other

4% Fractures

Top seven claim types

27% Musculoskeletal

25% Mental health disorders

15% Nervous system disease

8% Accidents/injuries

5% Cancer – other

3% Other

3% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

Male Female

Overall TPD cover claims…

15%

23%

3%

11%

26%
5%

8%

9%

 Musculoskeletal

 Mental health disorders

 Nervous system disease

 Accidents/injuries

 Cancer – other  5%
  – breast  1%
  – bowel  1%
  – melanoma  1%

 Heart attack, stroke and 
 other circulatory diseases

 Fractures

 Other

of AMP customers who made 
a TPD cover claim 48 7216

Under 30 
4.9%

30 to 39  
16.8%

40 to 49  
31.3%

50 to 59  
36%

60 plus  
11%

The average age…

claims paid by age

The average paid 
per person was...

Out of the total 2018 TPD claims this is the percentage of  
males and females whose claim type was one of the top seven.
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13 This may vary between products.

14 ABS report 3303.0, Causes of Death, Australia, 2017.

Life cover
Life cover, otherwise known as death cover, can give you peace of mind 
knowing your family will have financial security if you were to die or 
become terminally ill.

How it can help
Your dependants could receive a lump sum payment that they can use to pay off the mortgage or other debts, 
meet future expenses and maintain their lifestyle when they need it most.

What is a terminal illness benefit?
Included with your death cover is a terminal illness benefit. This is an important benefit where we pay all or 
part of your Life cover if you are diagnosed with a terminal illness and have less than 12 months to live.13

Did you know?

Heart disease is the leading 
cause of death in Australia with 18,590 accounting for 

12% of all deaths.
deaths  
in 201714
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for life insurance15 – the highest  
amount we paid was $5 million

customers

2,723
in life insurance claims

$421 million

That’s about

paid every day

$1.15 million

15 Average figures based on AMP claims paid for death and terminal illness during 2018.

In 2018 we paid…

$154,697

Life insurance claims by gender…

78% 78%
Top seven claim types

20% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

19% Cancer – other

11% Accidents/injuries

10% Other

7% Respiratory system disease

6% Cancer – lung

5% Suicide

Top seven claim types

25% Cancer – other

12% Heart attack, stroke and 
other circulatory diseases

11% Cancer – lung

10% Cancer – breast

8% Other 

6% Respiratory system disease

6% Nervous system disease

Male Female

Overall life insurance claims…

9%
18%

7%

37%

5%

4%

3%
3%

14%
 Cancer – other  21%

  – lung  8%
  – bowel  3%
  – breast  3%
  – melanoma  1%
  – prostate  1%

 Heart attack, stroke and 
 other circulatory diseases

 Accidents/injuries 

 Respiratory system disease

 Nervous system disease

 Suicide

 Digestive system disease

 Infectious disease

 Other

for AMP life insurance 
claims we paid 54 9318

Under 30 
4.2%

30 to 39  
10.2%

40 to 49  
19%

50 to 59  
31.3%

60 plus  
35.3%

The average age…

claims paid by age

The average paid 
per person was...

Out of the total 2018 life claims this is the percentage of  
males and females whose claim type was one of the top seven.
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You can’t predict tomorrow.
But you can protect it.



As life happens, we’re here for you. We have a 
simple claims process and we’ll aim to help you and 
your family every step of the way. We’ll work closely 
with you if you are sick or injured to help with your 
recovery and return to your everyday life.

Contact us on 131 267, speak to your 
financial adviser or visit amp.com.au/claims 
for more information.

http://amp.com.au/claims
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Contact us on 131 267, speak to your 
financial adviser or visit amp.com.au/claims 
for more information.

What you need to know

This brochure is dated April 2019. Any advice in this brochure is general in nature and is provided by AMP Life Limited ABN 84 079 300 379 
(AMP Life) AFSL 233671. The advice does not take into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on 
the advice, you should consider the appropriateness of the advice, and the relevant product disclosure statement, having regard to those 
matters. AMP Life is part of the AMP group and can be contacted on 131 267. If you decide to purchase or vary a financial product, AMP 
Life and/or other companies within the AMP group will receive fees and other benefits, which will be a dollar amount or a percentage 
of either the premium you pay or the value of your investments. You can ask us for more details. The stories provided are based on true 
accounts but names, dates, times and places have been changed for privacy.

All information in this brochure is subject to change without notice. Although the information is from sources considered reliable,  
AMP does not guarantee that it is accurate or complete. You should not rely upon it and should seek qualified advice before making  
any financial decision. Except where liability cannot be excluded, AMP does not accept any liability for any resulting loss or damage.

http://amp.com.au/insurance

